
BEHAVIOR ESSAYS FOR STUDENTS TO COPY

Results 1 - 24 of Students are given an essay based off their behavior and are required to copy the essay while they are
thinking about h. Subjects.

Since I am required to be here, I should use my time wisely so that my time is not wasted. Summer Packet
Attached Letter - Colleen Gallagher I teach in a resource room and send home summer packets for my
students to complete. The parents sign each week to state that their child spent some time on the packet. After
all, holding students accountable by providing a consequence is part of caring for them. I only assigned 5 or
10 sentences and the kids did them during class, before they started on their art projects. Write a note inside
and place it on the desk of your student with a birthday. Some school systems even equate Sentence Writing
with corporal punishment! Opinions are not evidence, however. I only assigned it after the student broke 3
rules in quick succession. Your parent will be contacted by phone If you fail to complete this detention, then a
referral will be sent to the Principal or Assistant Principal. I copied and pasted this in Microsoft Word, printed
it out, and made copies that I cut up. Parent Teacher Contact Sheet - Shelli Temple This form was designed to
be placed in the student's folder as a way of documenting all contact between the school and the home. School
is not here to entertain me. I tried verbal redirection, positive recognition of good behavior, ignoring the bad
behavior, moving students' seats, you name it. This method is controversial , is based in behavior modification
techniques, and may create problems with parent relations. They need to plan lessons and help students
understand material. Now that I work at a private school teaching PKth grade , I hardly ever use this method.
Sentence-writing exercises promote fine motor skills and provide practice with spelling and handwriting. The
teacher needs cooperation from all students to keep a productive learning environment. It gets sent home with
a summer packet. Anna Nichols September of  Would you believe that it worked? I should not be talking and
or doing nothing. I love my students and would never do anything to harm them; my number one priority is to
keep them safe. I created this form to save myself some time in issusing such passes. Good News Notes -
Shelli Temple Quarter page notes to be given to students whenever something positive happens or as a
pick-me-up. This paper and your hand-copied essay are due the next day you return to class at the beginning
of class. This talking and loud volume destroys the learning environment. This is a heavy-duty task, and one
that I did not use very often. Maybe it was the school culture, maybe it was the conservative community, but
the whole time I worked at that middle school this was my "instant" magic potion for managing those
squirrelly middle schoolers. If I didn't have some way of holding students quietly accountable, that situation
would have gotten the best of me. It nearly did me in as it was! If I finish my class work early, I should quietly
work on any incomplete assignments from science or other classes, or read. Instead of just nodding her head
when you tell her that she is misbehaving, or tearfully accepting a time-out or grounding, writing sentences
about her actions means that she has to actually think about what she has done and how it effects her and those
around her. Cut around the border and fold it. I understand that I have the power to make good decisions and
bad decisions.


